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Abstract. The rapid development of higher vocational education effectively promoted the economic and social development, meeting the needs of the people and making a contribution for the realization of the popularization of higher education. In the network information age, the ideological and political work in higher vocational colleges are faced with many new situations and challenges. This paper analyzes the ideological and moral qualities of vocational students, and actively explore effective ways of Ideological and political education in Higher Vocational colleges.

Introduction

The rapid popularization of network has two implications, on the one hand, network expands new channels, new methods and new means of Ideological and political work in higher vocational colleges, helping to improve the coverage and influence of the ideological and political work and bringing the new opportunity for strengthening and improving the ideological and political work in Higher Vocational colleges. On the other hand, because of quick and wide spread of all kinds of wrong ideological, point of view and harmful information through the network, with immature ideological views of minority of students, part of students trust in non-mainstream and even radical, false information in the network more than formal education, which has caused the occurrence of unethical or even illegal behavior. It brings the giants of the difficulties and challenges to the ideological political work in higher vocational colleges.

As workers of vocational school ideological and political, we must pay great attention to the opportunities and challenges of ideological and political education the Internet brings. It is our duties to actively explore to improve and strengthen the ideological and political work with Internet and overcome the adverse effects to develop political education positively, strengthen the management and draw on advantages and avoid disadvantages of Internet”.

The meaning and function of network carrier of ideological and political education in Colleges and Universities

Meaning of ideological political education of university network carrier

"Carrier" means that something can transfer energy in other substances. But now, "carrier" have entered the field of social science research and be widely used. Carrier plays an important role for information transfer and inheritance. The carrier of university's ideological and political education is the content and information bearing of ideological and political education material, connecting the educators and those who were educated.

Function of ideological political education of university network carrier

The carrier of college ideological and political education with network has many characteristics such as bearing, selectivity, controllability, permeability,interactivity and openness. College ideological and political education in network receives the information of these ideological political education penetrated in the network carrier. People can select different information the really need even if they are not in the same place, which make participants have enough initiative. People can achieve the purpose of Ideological and Political Education through cooperation and information exchanges, which can give students a platform to highlight their personality. In such an open
system, ideological and political education can advance with the times and be injected new information with the changes of the times.

**Use the network for the favorable conditions for teaching**

The rapid development of the Internet has brought many favorable conditions for the ideological and political education, as shown below:

![The favorable conditions for teaching in Internet](image)

As teachers of Ideological and Political Course in higher vocational school, we should do more to teach based on network, according to the figure above, we obviously should:

i. Improve the vitality of ideological political education;
ii. Improve the affinity of ideological and political education;
iii. Improve the service of ideological and political education;
iv. Improve the pertinence of ideological and political education;
v. Improve the integration of ideological and political education;
vi. Improve the initiative of ideological and political education.

They all are based on the correct usage of the Internet. At the same time, the educators also need to overcome the adverse effects for teaching in Internet.

**Overcome the adverse effects for teaching in Internet**

Bad information is easy to cause the students’ ideological confusion and shake students’ political beliefs, values, legal consciousness and moral standards, even cause some students committing crimes. Ideological and political workers must seriously study the mutual influence of Internet, strengthen the management of the information, actively promote the social theme of spirit and strive to eliminate all kinds of bad online information based on the principle “Drawing on the advantages and avoiding disadvantages”.
The measures of correct guidance of new carrier construction of ideological and political education

Strengthen national supervision on source of Ideological and political education information from network carrier

The network carrier of ideological and political education plays an important role for the stability of our political order. But some agitation for secession such as "Taiwan independence", "Tibet independence" and other remarks can also be seen in the network. If the wanton dissemination of these remarks online be indulged, it is certainly not conducive to social stability. Therefore, it is particularly important to strengthen the monitoring of the network information in our country. Only eliminate unfavorable rumors from the source can the social fundamental shake caused by unfavorable rumors be control in the lowest range.

Establish the college students' correct views, teach them to learn to distinguish between truth and false

People in the age of College Students has an unstable state of philosophy, values and world view. The school, as an educational institution, has the indelible responsibility to guide students to set up correct views. In 2007, Tsinghua University held "Beijing college students network civilization behavior forum"; Peking University, North China Electric Power University and other colleges and universities also actively promote the “green activity project network of civilization”, attracting many students to actively participate in. The school provides support during the event. Through these interesting activities, students can participate in them to improve their ability to distinguish right from wrong and develop their own independent judgment of network information.

Diversify the interactive channel for ideological and political education carrier, increasing its lively and interesting

As educators, we can provide a part for the student in the political education network course, which can give them a new chance to increase the interactive channels between teachers and students and...
improve the innovation of these students. At the same time, teachers can open “discussion room” or “chat room” outside the classes to give students a platform to express their own opinions on the thought of class. Through this method, teachers and students can be in an equal status, giving full play to the interaction. Teachers can also open column for some excellent ideas, which can better encourage students to join the discussion and stimulate their initiative.

**Conclusion**

The new carrier of ideological and political education in colleges and universities in the network age is a trend in the current situation. Colleges and universities should grasp and take advantages of this favourable trend scientifically, gradually build up the new carrier of their own ideological and political education based on their own actual situation, which can spread the right ideal and faith in a better way.
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